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ABSTRACT 

 

Researchers of many nations have developed automatic speech recognition (ASR) to show their national 

improvement in information and communication technology for their languages. This work intends to 

improve the ASR performance for Myanmar language by changing different Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) hyperparameters such as number of feature maps and pooling size. CNN has the abilities of 

reducing in spectral variations and modeling spectral correlations that exist in the signal due to the locality 

and pooling operation. Therefore, the impact of the hyperparameters on CNN accuracy in ASR tasks is 

investigated. A 42-hr-data set is used as training data and the ASR performance was evaluated on two open 

test sets: web news and recorded data. As Myanmar language is a syllable-timed language, ASR based on 

syllable was built and compared with ASR based on word. As the result, it gained 16.7% word error rate 

(WER) and 11.5% syllable error rate (SER) on TestSet1. And it also achieved 21.83% WER and 15.76% 

SER on TestSet2. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Automatic speech recognition research has been doing for more than four decades. The purpose 

of speech recognition system is to be convenient for humans with a computer, robot or any 

machine in interaction via speech. Speech recognition is the converting of speech signal to text. 

Speech recognition systems can be characterized by a number of parameters. These parameters 

specify the performance of speech recognition systems such as utterances (isolated words vs. 

continuous speech), speaking style (read speech formal style vs. spontaneous and conversational 

speech with causal style), speaking situation (human-to-machine speech vs. human-to-human 

speech), speaker dependency (speaker dependent, speaker adaptive, vs. speaker independent), 

vocabulary size (small vocabulary of fewer than 100 words, medium vocabulary of fewer than 

10,000 words, vs. large vocabulary of more than 10,000 words.), language model (N-gram 

statistical model, finite state model, context free model, vs. context sensitive model), 

environmental condition (high signal-to-noise of greater than 30 dB, medium SNR (signal to 

noise ratio), vs. low SNR of lower of 10dB) and transducer (close-talking microphone, far-field 

microphone, microphone array, vs. telephone) [1]. 
 

At present and later decade, speech recognition systems have been become in many other nations 

for their owned languages. They have applied statistical based pattern recognition to develop 
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ASR for their languages. Furthermore, they used the particular features of their languages such as 

tones, pitch, etc. For example, Mandarin, Vietnamese, Thai, etc., they appended tones related 

information to acoustic modelling to increase their ASR accuracy [2] [3] [4]. 
 

For low-resourced languages, the researchers have developed their speech recognition systems by 

building speech corpus from scratch. For instance, AGH corpus of Polish speech [5], 

Agglutinative Hungarian spontaneous speech database [6], Bengali speech corpus [7], Bulgarian 

speech corpus [8], European Portuguese corpus [9], etc. were developed for ASR technology.  

There are previous works for Myanmar language using deep learning techniques. Thandar Soe 

[et.al,] [10] built a robust automatic speech recognizer by using deep convolutional neural 

networks (CNNs). The multiple acoustic models were trained with different acoustic feature 

scales. The multi-CNN acoustic models were combined based on a Recognizer Output Voting 

Error Reduction (ROVER) algorithm for final speech recognition experiments. They showed that 

integration of temporal multi-scale features in model training achieved the lower error rate over 

the best individual system on one temporal scale feature. Aye Nyein Mon [et.al,] [11] has 

designed and developed a speech corpus from web news for Myanmar ASR. The speech corpus 

consists of 15 hours of read speech data collected from online web news in which there are 155 

speakers (109 females and 46 males). Moreover, this corpus was evaluated by using state-of-the-

art acoustic modeling approach, CNN. The experiments were conducted by means of the default 

parameters of CNN. It showed that corpora built on Internet resources get promising results. In 

this paper [12], Aye Nyein Mon [et.al,] explored the effect of tones for Myanmar language speech 

recognition using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Experiments are conducted based on 

the modeling of tones by integrating them into the phoneme set and incorporating them into 

convolutional neural network, state-of-the-art acoustic model. Moreover, tonal questions are 

utilized to build phonetic decision tree. In this work, the hyperparameters of CNN architecture are 

not changed and they are used as default settings for all experiments. It showed that in 

comparison with Deep Neural Network (DNN) baseline, the CNN model achieves a better ASR 

performance over DNN. It was investigated that the CNN model with tone information got the 

better accuracy than that of without tone information. Hay Mar Soe Naing [et.al,] [13] presented a 

Myanmar large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system for Travel domain. 

Phonemically-balanced corpus consisting of 4000 sentences and 40 hours of speech was used for 

training data. In this work, three kinds of acoustic models were developed: Gaussian mixture 

model (GMM), DNN (Cross Entropy), and DNN (state-level minimum Bayes risk (sMBR) and 

compared their performance. The tonal and pitch features were incorporated to acoustic modeling 

and experiments were conducted with and without those features. The differences between the 

word-based language model (LM) and syllable-based LM were also investigated. The best WER 

of and SER were achieved with sequence discriminative training DNN (sMBR). 
 

In this paper, the Myanmar ASR performance is improved by altering hyperparameters of CNN 

for Myanmar ASR. The CNN has locality property that can reduce the number of neural network 

weights to be learned and hence decreases overfitting. Moreover, pooling operation is very useful 

in handling small frequency shifts that are common in speech signals. Therefore, the different 

parameters of CNN such as feature map numbers and pooling sizes have been changed to get the 

better ASR accuracy for Myanmar language. In addition, as Myanmar is a tonal and syllable-

timed language, the syllable-based Myanmar ASR is developed by using a 42-hr-data set. And 

then, the performance of word-based and syllable-based ASRs is compared by using two open 

test sets: web data and recorded data.  
 

This paper is formed as follows. In Section 2, about Myanmar language is presented. 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is described in Section 3. Experiments such as improving 

CNN architecture and comparison of word-based and syllable-based ASRs are done in Section 4. 

Conclusion and future work are recapped in Section 5. 
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2. MYANMAR LANGUAGE 
 

The Myanmar language is Sino-Tibetan language spoken in Myanmar. Most of the Myanmar 

people about 33 million have spoken the official language of Myanmar. Ethnic groups related to 

Myanmar have used as a first language and 10 million of ethnic minorities in Myanmar as a 

second language. 
 

Myanmar is a tonal, largely monosyllabic and analytic language. Myanmar language has 4 

contrasts tones and syllables can have different meanings on the basis of tone. A tone is denoted 

by a diacritic mark. A simple syllable structure of the Myanmar language is composed of either a 

vowel by itself or a consonant combined with a vowel. Unlike the other language such as English, 

it has subject-object-verb order and there are no spaces between words in writing. Therefore, it 

needs to do segmentation to determine the word boundaries. Myanmar characters has 3 groups: 

consonants (known as “Byee”), medials (known as “Byee Twe”), and vowels (known as 

“Thara”). There are 33 basic consonants, 4 basic medials, and 12 basic vowels in Myanmar script. 

Myanmar numerals are decimal-based for counting [14]. 
 

3. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK (CNN) 
 

The Convolutional Neural Network is a feed-forward artificial neural network, which includes 

convolutional and pooling layers. The CNN needs the input data to be organized in a certain way. 

For processing speech signals, it requires to use features which are organized along frequency or 

time (or both) so that the convolution operation can be correctly applied. In this work, a number 

of one-dimensional (1-D) feature maps are used to consider frequency variations only which 

normally occur in speech signals due to speaker differences [15].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: An illustration of one CNN “layer” consisting of a pair of a convolution ply and a pooling ply in 

succession, where mapping from either the input layer or a pooling ply to a convolution ply is based on eq. 

(2) and mapping from a convolution ply to a pooling ply is based on eq. (3). 

 

 
Once the input feature maps are formed, the convolution and pooling layers apply their respective 

operations to generate the activations of the units in those layers, in sequence, as depicted in 

Figure 1. 
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3.1 Convolution Ply 
  

As shown in Figure 1, all input feature maps (assume I in total), Oi (i =1,…, I) are mapped into a 

number of feature maps (assume J in total),Qj (j = 1, …, J) in the convolution ply based on a 

number of local filters (I × J in total), wi,j (i = 1, . . ., I; j = 1, . . ., J ). The mapping can be 

represented as the well-known convolution operation in signal processing [15]. Assuming input 

feature maps are all one dimensional, each unit of one feature map in the convolution layer can be 

computed as: 

 

��,� = ��∑ ∑ 	
,�����
,�,� + ��,�
�
���

�

�� �,         (� = �, … , �)                 (1) 

 

where, 

 oi,m  =  the m-th unit of the i-th input feature map Oi, 

  qj,m  = the m-th unit of the j-th feature map Qj in the convolution ply, 

wi,j,n = the nth element of the weight vector, wi,j, connecting the ith feature 

map of the input to the jth feature map of the convolution layer,  

F = the filter size which is the number of input bands that each unit of the     

convolution layer receives 
 

When, the equation (1) is written as a more concise matrix form using the convolution operator ∗,  
 

�� = ��∑ �
 ∗ �
,�
�

�� �(� = �, … , �),                      (2) 

 

where, 

Oi = the i-th input feature map, 

wi,j = each local filter with the weights flipped to adhere to the convolution 

operation definition.  

 

A complete convolutional layer is composed of many feature maps, generated with different 

localized filters, to extract multiple kinds of local patterns at every location. 
 

3333.2 Pooling Ply 
 

Each neuron of the pooling layer receives activations from a local region of the previous 

convolutional layer and reduces the resolution to produce a single output from that region. The 

pooling function computes some overall property of a local region by using a simple function like 

maximization or averaging. In this case, max pooling function is applied. The max pooling layer 

performs down-sampling by dividing the input into rectangular pooling regions, and computing 

the maximum of each region. The max pooling layer is defined as: 
 

�
,� = � !��"  
# �
,��"��$��                         (3) 

 

where, 

 G = the pooling size, 

s  = the shift size, determines the overlap of adjacent pooling windows. 
 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
 

Experiments are done by using our developed speech corpus that has 42-hr-data size. 3-gram 

language model with Kneser-Ney discounting is built by using SRILM language modeling toolkit 

[16]. Two open test sets are used and the detailed statistics on the training and testing sets are 

depicted in Table 1.  
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The input features are 40-dimensional log mel-filter bank features padded with 11 frames (5 

frames left and right frame contexts). The targets are 2,052 context dependent (CD) triphone 

states that are generated from GMM-HMM model. 
 

For CNN training, 0.008 of constant learning rate is diminished by half based on cross-validation 

error decreasing. When the error rate has no more noticeably reducing or the error rate started to 

increase, training process stopped. Stochastic gradient descent with a mini-batch of 256 training 

examples is utilized for backpropagation.  
 

TESLA K80 GPU is used for all the neural networks training. Kaldi [17] automatic speech 

recognition toolkit is applied to do the experiments. 
 

Table 1: Train and test sets statistics 

 

Data Size Domain 
Speakers 

Utterance 
Female Male Total 

TrainSet 42 Hrs 39 Mins 
Web News + 

Recorded Data 
219 88 307 31,114 

TestSet1 31 Mins 55 Sec Web News 5   3 8 193 

TestSet2 32 Mins 40 Sec Recorded Data 3  2 5 887 

 

4.1. Optimization of CNN Parameters 
 

In this experiment, the effect of changing various CNN parameters is investigated on Myanmar 

ASR performance. For this work, one dimensional convolution across frequency domain is 

applied and there are two convolutional layers, one pooling layer and two fully connected hidden 

layers with 300 units per layer. Pooling size and feature map numbers have a great impact to 

improve the ASR performance [18] [19]. Hence, the ASR accuracy is evaluated on two open test 

sets, web news and recorded data, by varying the different feature map numbers and pooling 

sizes. 
 

4.1.1 Number of Feature Maps of First Convolutional Layer 
 

Firstly, different numbers of feature maps in the first convolutional layer are changed and 

compared on the evaluation results. The filter size of the first layer is set to 8. The number of 

feature maps is altered to 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1,024 respectively. Table 2 depicts the 

WER% on two open test sets based on changing the feature map numbers of first convolutional 

layer. 
 

Table 2: Evaluation results on number of feature maps of the first convolutional layer 

 

Number of Feature Maps 
WER% 

TestSet1 TestSet2 

32 18.97 24.01 

64 18.59 23.80 

128 18.18 23.50 

256 18.52 23.75 

512 18.31 23.65 

1,024 18.53 23.85 
 

It is observed that the lowest WERs on both test sets are obtained with feature map numbers of 

128. According to the Table 2, the WERs reduce slightly when the number of feature maps is 
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increased up to 128. But, if the number of feature maps exceeds 128, it did not get the lower 

WERs and there is a small increment of WER. As the result, the lowest WERs are attained with 

128 feature maps. 
 

4.1.2 Pooling Size 
 

Pooling has ability in handling the small frequency shifts in speech signal. Max pooling has 

achieved a greater accuracy than the other pooling types in ASR tasks [18]. Thus, for this 

experiment, max pooling is used and the best pooling size is investigated. The pooling layer is 

added above the first convolution layer. The experiments are done by varying max pooling size 

with a shift size of 1. The feature maps of first convolution layer are fixed at 128. Table 3 gives 

that the evaluation results based on the different pooling sizes. 
 

Table 3: Evaluation results on pooling size 
 

 
WER% 

TestSet1 TestSet2 

No pooling  18.18 23.50 

pool size=2  18.05 23.00 

pool size=3  17.22 22.56 

pool size=4  18.06 23.33 
 

From the Table 3, it can be found that the first convolution layer using 128 feature maps, 

followed by the max pooling size 3 has the lowest WERs, 17.22% on TestSet1 and 22.56% on 

TestSet2. It indicates that after the pooling layer is appended, the WER diminishes significantly 

than without using it. Hence, pooling has an impact on the ASR performance and the lowest error 

rates are achieved with the pooling size of 3. 
 

4.1.3 Number of Feature Maps of Second Convolutional Layer 
 

The second convolutional layer is added on top of the pooling layer and the experiments are 

further done to investigate the best number of feature maps for the second convolutional layer. 

The filter size of this layer is set to 4. The best result of 128 feature maps is fixed in the first 

convolution layer. And, the max pooling layer with pool size 3 is also fixed in this experiment. 
 

From Table 4, when the number of feature maps in the second convolutional layer is altered to 32, 

64 and 128 respectively, it did not get the lower error rates on test sets. But, when the feature map 

numbers are set above 128, it slightly decreases the WERs on both test sets. Hence, the more 

number of filters the convolutional layers have, the more acoustic features get extracted and the 

better the network becomes better at recognizing acoustic patterns of unseen speakers. 
 

Table 4: Evaluation results on number of feature maps in the second convolutional layer 

 

Number of Feature Maps 
WER% 

TestSet1 TestSet2 

32 18.14 23.40 

64 18.40 23.64 

128 17.86 22.65 

256 17.03 22.20 

512 17. 02 21.89 

1,024 16.70 21.83 
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Therefore, it is analyzed that 128/1,024 feature maps in first and second convolutional layers with 

max pooling size 3 gives the best accuracy for Myanmar ASR. 
 

4.2 Comparison of Syllable vs. Word-Based ASR 
 

Syllable is a basic unit of Myanmar language and every syllable has a meaning in Myanmar 

language. Therefore, in this experiment, the syllable-based ASR is developed and the evaluation 

results of the syllable-based ASR and word-based ASR are compared. The above CNN 

architecture, 128/1,024 feature maps in first and second convolutional layers with max pooling 

size 3 are applied to develop the ASR with syllable units. As in word-based ASR, 3-gram 

language model with Knesey-Ney discounting is used.   
 

 
 

Figure 2: Comparison of word and syllable-based ASRs 

 

Figure 2 shows the comparison of word-based and syllable-based ASRs in terms of word error 

rate (WER%) and syllable error rate (SER%). It can be clearly seen that SER% are significantly 

less than the WER% for both test sets. Therefore, it can be assumed that the accuracy of ASR 

using syllable units is better than that of the ASR using word units. Nevertheless, for fair 

comparison, the syllables of the hypothesis text of the syllable-based ASR are changed to words 

levels and the WERs of that words are calculated again. Then, the error rates of the syllable-based 

and word-based ASRs are compared again. Consequently, it is observed that the error rates of the 

syllable-based ASR are greater than that of the word-based ASR. Therefore, it can be said that the 

accuracy of the word-based ASR is better than that of the syllable-based ASR.   
 

Moreover, the hypothesis texts of word-based and syllable-based ASRs are manually evaluated 

by one native Myanmar people. It is observed that the recognition output of word-based ASR is 

more effective, meaningful and accurate than the syllable-based ASR’s output. Therefore, it can 

be summarized that the word-based ASR can give more reasonable output text than syllable-

based ASR. 
 

The example reference and hypothesis sentences of word-based ASR are expressed as follows. 

The reference text consists of 41 correct words. In the hypothesis text, the total count of insertion, 

substitution and deletion words are 6. So, the WER obtains 14.63%.  The error words in the 

hypothesis text are expressed using numbers. 
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Reference Text of Word-based ASR: 
 

 
 

Hypothesis Text of Word-based ASR: 
 

 
 

The example reference and hypothesis sentences of syllable-based ASR are shown as follows. 

The reference sentences of word-based and syllable-based ASRs are the same. The total number 

of syllables in the reference texts is 73. The total insertion, substitution and deletion syllables in 

the hypothesis text are 9 and so, 12.33% SER is attained. The highlighted words that describing 

using numbers in the hypothesis are the wrong words. 
 

Reference Text of Syllable-based ASR: 
 

 
Hypothesis Text of Syllable-based ASR: 
 

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

In this work, the better accuracy of automatic speech recognition for Myanmar language is 

investigated by changing the hyperparameters of CNN. It is found that feature map numbers and 

pooling sizes of CNN have a great impact on ASR performance. By varying CNN 

hyperparameters, the lower error rates are achieved. In addition, as syllable is a basic unit of 

Myanmar language, syllable-based ASR is also created and the performance of syllable-based and 

word-based ASRs is compared. It can be concluded that although the SER% of syllable-based 

ASR is less than the WER% of word-based ASR, the recognition output of word-based ASR is 

more effective, meaningful and accurate than that of syllable-based ASR. And thus, word-based 

ASR can give better recognizable results than syllable-based ASR for Myanmar language.  
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In the future, Myanmar ASR will be developed by using state-of-the-art end-to-end learning 

approach. 
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